
   Refurbished instrument sale -    HDE and Swissfloat brand 

40-70%  

discount 

2020 Swissvet Veterinary Products (865) 540 8830 



Cyber Week sale for refurbished HDE and Swissfloat sets and components 

CWSEVO-4: HDE cordless Evolution set with water irrigation, four hand pieces, transport 

trolley refurbished 

Evolution water irrigation set with extras. Evolution motor (motor, battery, con-

trol unit), and drive shaft with water pump and water reservoir backpack and 

holster. Flexxidisc hand piece long, Polyfloat hand piece long with apple core 

burr, Angle hand piece, straight 11th hand piece. Carrying case, charger.  

Refurbished by Swissvet, new bearings, new disk, spare battery, extra diastema 

burrs. New value over 12,000.00 

Refurbished with 90d warranty 5000.00 Order code: CWSEVO-4 

CWSHCL-5: HDE classic set with corded motor, five hand pieces, extension 

and carrying case 

Classic HDE set with standard size hand pieces and screw on extension. Corded 

motor (120 or 220V, with or without foot pedal). Flexxidisc hand piece, Polyfloat 

hand piece with apple core burr, Maxillary hand piece, Mandibular hand piece, 

extension, Angle hand piece, flexible drive shaft, carrying case.  

Refurbished by Swissvet, new bearings, new disk, New value over 6,000.00 

Refurbished with 90d warranty 2000.00 Order code: CWSHCL-5 

CWSEVO- 4 set refurbished with 90d warranty 5000.00 (approx. 60% savings) 

CWSHCL-1: Classic HDE set refurbished with 90d warranty 2000.00 (approx. 66% savings) 

60%  

66%  
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CWSHDL-3: HDE routine set with corded motor, three hand pieces, refurbished 

Great routine set in long carrying case. Corded motor with belt and 

holster, drive shaft, long flexxidisc hand piece, long Polyfloat hand 

piece, angle hand piece, carrying case long.  

Refurbished by Swissvet, new bearings, new disk. New value over 

6,000.00. 

Refurbished with 90d warranty 3000.00 Order code: CWSHDL-3 

CWSHDL-3: HDE routine set refurbished, with 90d warranty 3000.00 (approx. 50% savings) 

50%  

CWSHPS-3: HDE routine set with corded motor, three hand pieces, refurbished 

Great routine set in sturdy pelican case. Corded motor with belt, drive shaft 

with spare cable, long flexxidisc hand piece, long Polyfloat hand piece, angle 

hand piece, carrying case long.  

Refurbished by Swissvet, new bearings, new disk. New value over 6,000.00 

Refurbished with 90d warranty 3000.00 Order code: CWPHDP-3 

CWSHDL-3: HDE routine set refurbished, with 90d warranty 3000.00 (approx. 50% savings) 

50%  

CWSHDP-3: HDE routine set refurbished, with 90d warranty 3000.00 (approx. 50% savings) 

HDE classic extra hand pieces, refurbished  

60+ % 
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Flexxidisc curved short - new disk: 600.00 (1800.00new) 

Polyfloat short with apple core burr: 600.00 (1800.00 new) 

Maxillary hand piece: 200.00 (630.00new) 

Mandibulary hand piece: 200.00 (630.00new) 

Vestibular hand piece: 200.00 (630.00new) 

Bit seat hand piece: 200.00 (630.00new) 



Refurbished Swissfloats with amazing savings: 

used gearbox, new shaft, new or mint quality gears, 

used disc in good shape. New disk upon request. Sets with 

transport bag or shaft only. Completely refurbished.  

Sets new value 2600 (corded), 2900 (cordless), 2500.00 (shaft w. disc) 

 

CWSSFH-16: Swissfloat corded 16”: set with bag: 1560.00 

CWSSFH-21: Swissfloat corded 21”: set with bag: 1560.00 

 

CWSSFD-16: Swissfloat cordless 16”: set with bag: 1740.00 

CWSSFD-21: Swissfloat cordless 21”: set with bag: 1740.00 

 

CWSSFS-16: Swissfloat shaft and disc 16”: set with bag: 1500.00 

CWSSFS-21: Swissfloat shaft and disc 21”: set with bag: 1500.00 

CWSHFC-1: HDE curved float, corded motor, refurbished 

HDE float curved with integrated clutch. Corded Motor 120V or 

220V. Refurbished with new coarse disc. New value 2700.00 

Refurbished with 90d warranty 800.00 Order code: CWSHFC-1 

CWSHFC-1: HDE curved float, refurbished, with 90d warranty 800.00 (approx. 70% savings) 

70%  

New value disk for Swissfloat. Made in Korea, dia-

mond coated disk. E-0043:  50.00 

CWSHDL-3: 

40%  

CWSHDL-3: HDE routine set refurbished, with 90d warranty 3000.00 (approx. 50% savings) 

New diamond disk for Swissfloat, value disk 

special 

Swissfloat refurbished, new stainless steel shaft 
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